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USA Today bestseller Tiffany Reisz turns back the clock on her Original Sinners series to the Victorian era
in this kinky Christmas romance...

Two days before Christmas 1871, the newly-minted Baron Marcus Stearns returns to London for the reading
of his long-estranged and much-despised father's will, fully certain he will inherit nothing but the title. He
receives the shock of his life when he learns that he and his sister Lady Claire will only inherit their late
father's vast estate if he marries—immediately.

Kingsley, the Baron's lover and devoted valet, offers a simple solution to a seemingly Herculean task—the
Baron should simply marry his beautiful ward Eleanor. Yet while the Baron longs to do just that...he
possesses a dangerous secret that threatens to destroy their marriage before it's hardly begun.

Written in the spirit of "Once More, With Feeling" (the musical episode of BUFFY THE VAMPIRE
SLAYER) and "Atomic Shakespeare" (the legendary "Taming of the Shrew" episode of
MOONLIGHTING), comes A MIDWINTER NIGHT'S DREAM, an Original Sinners Victorian Christmas
novella.
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From Reader Review A Midwinter Night's Dream for online ebook

CC says

Set in 1871, Baron Marcus Stearns travels to London for the reading of his late father’s will. As he is
informed of a unique condition that must be met before inheriting the family estate, Søren must make a swift
decision in order to protect his sister and the ever-precocious Eleanor. Of course, Kingsley suggests the
obvious choice to Søren, but he wants to shield Eleanor from his darkest secrets.

“You are one of those wicked lords who takes poor girls off the streets and does all sorts of
nasty things to them.”

An Original Sinners Victorian Christmas novella, this short but stimulating story satisfies in so many ways.
With the essence of this kinky trinity etched into every page, it was immensely fun to read how they are
immersed in a different era with rigid societal rules. Of course, Søren, Kingsley and Nora make their own
reality and that’s what always makes these characters intriguing and endearing.

In A Midwinter Night’s Dream, Tiffany Reisz successfully pens a tale steeped in fantasy, eroticism and witty
dialogue.

*This was a (F)BR with Twinsie Hawkey!*

For more reviews/reveals/giveaways visit:

✰ Bianca ✰ BJ's Book Blog ✰ says

Ugh. You start reading and smiling and loving and dreaming and bam it's already over!!!
I think we need a new law that says every Original Sinners book has to be at least 500 pages!!! A thousand
even!

I just love Søren + Kingsley + Nora so much!



And I was so happy for them in this story. I kinda wished that it was real. Everything would've been so much
easier and less heartbreaking for all involved. Especially the reader. BUT - it was only a little Holiday
Fantasy ...

BEAUTIFUL STORY!
This series can't ever end!

Giedre says

3.5/5
Original Sinners Victorian Style. Those pervs fit right in. Ha. What a surprise.

Jen says

Nora, Søren, and Kingsley - need I say more? What an absolute joy to find this gift in my email today. I was
done with it an hour later, and I loved loved loved it! This year’s Christmas story was well written and
extremely engaging for us 8th circle trinity lovers. No spoilers, just go read it now. You won’t be
disappointed.

All the stars ?

Dα?ιjα says

It seems Kingsley Edge will be in A Midwinter Night's Dream, so I look forward to any and all perverted
things I find on the pages of this novella... was what I said before I read it.

What do I say now that I have? Hmmm...

An odd little story.

I smiled when I read the blurb for this Original Sinners novella. Too bad it was 3 AM when I got the email,
otherwise I would've jumped right in.

The author warned her readers several times this story would get weird. I didn't think it was while I was
reading it. It wasn't until I was done with it, and thought about what I read that that word came to my mind:
Weird! How could it not be weird to read a story in which Nora and Søren get married, and Kingsley is
Søren's valet/lover formerly known as Princess?

It was them, but in new roles. It was strange... Dreamlike...



In any case I prefer Kingsley as King, no matter how fetching he must've been as Princess.

The Hopeless Romantics Book Blog says

How could I not love anything that had the unholy trinity in it?!?! Honestly, I’ll never get tired of reading
about Soren, Kingsley and Nora!!!! They are up there with my all time favourite characters and this novella
was just a perfect winters tale with a balance of heart warming story and erotica! What more could a girl ask
for? Definitely worth reading. Loved loved loved it ❤?❤?❤?

Michele says

My Christmas reading list wouldn't be the same without something new from Tiffany Reisz revolving around
her Original Sinners cast; particularly if it's about Soren, Eleanor and Kingsley. A Midwinter Night's Dream
combined the Victorian era with Reisz's tempting erotica, weaving a tale that held me captivated. This fan
favorite trio of characters were at their witty, naughty best. But there was still a lovely message and more
than a bit of Christmas spirit, giving this a touch of poignancy that will touch your heart.

Gitte TotallyBookedBlog says

Any time spent with Søren, Nora & Kingsley is PERFECTION. ♥♥

Tiffany Reisz says

Free December 20th! Sign up at www.TiffanyReisz.com/mailing-list

Warning: This one's kind of weird...

Jennifer says

Original Sinners rejoice!!

Tiffany Reisz gifts her newsletter subscribers a new Original Sinners short story every Christmas and they
are always the perfect fix to get fans through another year of homesickness from these well-established
characters. A Midwinter Night's Dream is Reisz's 2018 gift and it is perfection!

A Midwinter Night's Dream is a very Victorian retelling of the history and mechanics that make up the
trinity of core characters in this collection. Søren, Kingsley, and Nora become Lord Marcus Lennox Søren
Stearns, his valet Kingsley, and his 19-year-old ward Eleanor, a former pickpocket. There's a wedding,
French pornography, and a pair of leather gloves that are put to good use. Sound interesting? Check it out.



My favorite quote:
"Love is a sacrament."

warhawke says

Genre: Erotica
Type: Standalone novella from The Original Sinners series
POV: Third Person
Rating:

The unholy trinity is back - in Victorian time. Nora, Soren and Kingsley has been my dream team since I
first encountered them in the Original Sinners series. I love how they had this special relationship with
understanding and compromise between them.

 “No, I am certainly flattered that you think I could leave you. Even if I wanted to, I
couldn’t. My love for you is a beast so unholy strong not even Hercules could slay it. Now
that I’ve said that, I imagine Hercules was a mythological figure who also must have had an
enormous cock.”

This book was like the beginning of their relationship but in alternate Victorian reality, which I love but I do
wish for a little bit more of the historical elements. Kingsley was of course as amusing as always. I like the
storyline and these characters never failed to make me all hot and bothered.

 “I’ve wedded you and worshiped you with my body,” he said. “Now it’s time I endow you
with all my worldly goods. And so I give you Kingsley, the most valuable of all my worldly
goods.”

A Midwinter Night’s Dream is a perfect little Christmas gift to the fans of The Original Sinners series.

? ? ? . . . (F)BR With Twinsie CC . . . ? ? ?

For more reviews/reveals/giveaways visit:



Myla says

What a treat to read this novella a night before Christmas -- a very different Christmas story. It is hot,
kinky and with witty dialogue that will put a smile in you. If there's one thing I'm sure of is that, I'll
never get enough of these characters. So, if you're a fan of Soren, Nora, & Kingsley this is another
fantastic novella that you'll definitely enjoy as much as I did.

cr?????α•●♥????????♥●• says

“Marriage isn’t evil.
Boring, useless, and monotonous, but not evil.”
- Kingsley

* * *
“Just get married? Wonderful idea. Tell the driver to stop by the Bride Shop. I need to buy a bride. We’ll
take two. One for me and one for you. Perhaps a third to keep as a spare. Grand idea. Brilliant.”
- Søren Stearns

* * *
“Everything. You asked my price. My price is everything. I do want a true marriage with you and everything
that comes with it, including your secrets.”
- Nora Schreiber

* * *
“Yes to everything you ever want from me. Anything you wish for, hope for, dream of…yes to it all.”
- Soren Stearns

* * *
“I’m supposed to be her guardian. How do I guard her from myself?”
- Soren

Monique says

5 'fabulous' stars

RTC next year ?

Hulya Kara Yuksel says

Mmmm yummy! Søren, Kingsley & Nora never disappoint me. ???




